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ABBA Gold - the concert show

Concerts  Theatres

ABBA Gold - the concert show - #Anniversary-Tour

#Anniversary-Tour

ABBA and their music are a phenomenon that can only be adequately described in
superlatives. To this day, the name ABBA is known to one in three people around
the world and the immortal melodies of the four Swedes are familiar to many.

The wonderful singers and musicians of the successful "ABBA GOLD - The Concert
Show" are probably the performers who come as close as few others to the
style-defining gestures of the original artists. Highly musical right down to the
tips of their toes and with performances of the highest perfection, "ABBA GOLD
- The Concert Show" is an artistically impressive revival. The ABBA Gold artists
bring the typical ABBA performance - sometimes dazzling, sometimes solemn - so
masterfully to the stage that you can tell that they have internalized the original
with every fibre of their hearts, souls and minds.

Of course, the show is still ultra-modern. The original ABBA feeling is presented
in the "here and now" using the latest stage show technology. From the original
costumes to the Swedish accent of the admired role models - even the smallest
detail is authentically ABBA.

A joyride out of everyday life:

The audience thanks the artists with visible euphoria and feelings of happiness
during the show. For visitors, every concert is a veritable joyride away from
everyday life. Here you can unwind and at the same time indulge in the nostalgic
memories that everyone associates with ABBA music.

Anniversaries everywhere - there's something to celebrate. The tour title
"#Anniversary-Tour" already hints at it: There's a lot to celebrate around ABBA this
year. 20 years of ABBA GOLD - the concert show. "ABBA GOLD - The Concert Show"
has been at home on the stages of Europe for a full 20 years now and has been
a real success story during this time. The demand to come as close as possible to
a live performance of the original ABBA in an artistically valuable way has been
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very high from the very beginning - not least because the competition has never
slept. Not until today... There are many stage productions that try to portray the
character of ABBA and its music faithfully or adapted. Keeping up with them and
following the claim of not only being good, but perhaps even better, is always a
challenge artistically and in terms of production and requires high level quality in
artistic performance and musicality. ABBA GOLD has effortlessly mastered both in
20 years, established itself perfectly in cultural life, collected great reviews and built
up a large fan base of its own. With "ABBA GOLD - The Concert Show", the ABBA
myth is perfectly revived - overwhelming, moving, captivating and unforgettable.

50 years of Brighton and Waterloo

And another anniversary awaits ABBA fans in 2024: 50 years ago in April, ABBA's
worldwide triumphal march began in Brighton at the European Song Contest
and continued unabated for almost ten years. The winning song back then was
Waterloo and delighted the music world worldwide. The event was broadcast in
32 countries and watched by 500 million television viewers. Although ABBA had
already been active as a pop music group before 1974 and was not unknown
in Sweden, the real, global big bang of enthusiasm came with the Grand Prix
performance on April 6, 1974.

The rest is history. Waterloo was followed by I do, I do, I do at number one in
Switzerland and South Africa, S.O.S at number one in Germany and in the top
six in the UK. Starting in Australia in 1975, Mamma Mia then generated the mass
enthusiasm that continues to this day, decades after their break-up, and which
brought ABBA almost 400 million (!) records and sound carriers sold. From then on,
ABBA dominated the charts worldwide for years and not a year went by without
several super hits, which Agnetha, Anni-Frid, Benny and Björn produced in very
short succession at the time.

Note: This text was translated by machine translation software and not by a human
translator. It may contain translation errors.

Doors open: 1 hour before the start

PriceInfo
Category 1: CHF 92.50
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Montag, 27.01.2025, 19:30 - 19:45 Uhr


